
Low cost of Code Switching 

Objective 
We aim to investigate if adding Code Switching in 

a Garden Path will take extra processing resources, 

reflected in longer reaction times. 

Previously, this has been shown in closely matched 

Self Paced Reading experiments (cf. Rugaard & 

Johansson 2015, 2016, Rugaard 2016). However, 

SPR does not necessarily ascertain that the readers 

have correctly parsed or understood the sentences.  

 

Subjects 
Twenty subjects (6 women, 14 men, age between 

27 to 46 years) participated. Thirteen subjects were 

affiliated with the University of Bergen, as staff 

and/or students. All participants performed to task 

criteria. In 8 relevant decisions at the point of a 

possible GP, 11 subjects had all correct, 7 made 

one error and 2 made two errors. Limiting the 

decision time to 10 seconds, 3 subjects had all 

correct, 10 had 7, 5 had 6 and 2 had 5 correct.  

 

Material 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: One example sentence, in block a…d. 

There were seven other sentences, conditions 

rotated blocks. (cf. Rugaard 2016, for full set). 

For the Gmaze, participants were given a choice 

between two continuations. For part one, the 

choice was between an impossible start and a 

possible start. Similarly, after selection of a start 

part 1 was presented with a choice between two 

continuations.  

 

Method 
Participants were asked to select the grammatical 

continuation between two alternatives. Sentences 

were presented presented phrase by phrase, one 

choice required at the fundament, and one at the 

point of a possible GP, and finally the full correct 

sentence was presented. There were a total of 8 

basic sentences that were presented either as 

baseline, GP, CS or both GP and CS (i.e. 32 items). 

Participants were randomly assigned to four 

different blocks to avoid repetition effects, 5 

subjects in each group. 

  

Outlier Procedure 

All incorrect decisions were removed.  

After removal, the fastest decision was 1048ms 

and the slowest 25353ms. This data set will be 

analyzed using logarithmic (base e) reaction times 

since data is skewed. 

In a second round, decisions slower than 10s were 

removed. This data will be analyzed raw. 

 

Analysis  

A Random Effects Model (lmerTest) was used. 

First round (a) used: 

  log(rt) ~ GP * CS +( (GP *CS) | Subject) + (1 | Item) 

Second round (b) used: 

  rt ~ GP * CS +( (GP *CS) | Subject) + (1 | Item) 

 

Result 
a)  GP: F(1, 26.9) = 11.5; p=0.002  ** 

CS: F(1, 25.6) =   3.4; p=0.076  n.s. 

b)  GP: F(1, 15.9) =   6.8; p = 0.02    * 
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ABSTRACT 

We investigated the effect of Code Switching 

(CS) to a second language (L2) in Garden Path 

(GP) sentences at the point of a possible GP, 

through Self Paced Reading (SPR). Both CS 

and GP had significantly longer reading times 

compared to a baseline without GP or CS. 

However, CS added no significant reading 

time when reading a GP sentence. Both CS and 

GP showed reliable and significant effects on 

both the individual conditions, though their 

combination was not additive. 

The results were followed up using a GMaze 

method, where subjects were asked to select 

the grammatical continuation at the point of a 

possible GP. This ascertains that the subjects 

read and comprehend the sentences by adding 

a decision to the reading task. 

  The GMaze was conducted for Norwegian to 

English (L2) with CS to L2. 

Significant effects were detected for GP, but no 

significant effect for CS and no additional time 

for the interaction of GP with CS, thus 

confirming the results from SPR (for 

Norwegian--English).  

In conclusion, CS to L2 did not add extra 

difficulty for reading or deciding GP sentences. 

Thus switching from L1 to L2 has a low cost 

for bilinguals.  

  Increased variance may indicate a surprise 

effect rather than a processing load effect. The 

results indicate that CS may be beneficial as 

the cost of CS could be compensated by faster 

responses for resolving GP. Thus access to 

another grammar may help subjects to see 

alternatives that become actual with CS.  

____________________________________ 
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Regression formulas 

a)   8.063 + 0.4923(GP) + 0.2735(CS)  -0.0569(GP x CS) 

I.e.: 3176 + 2020   (GP) +     999 (CS)    -176   (GP x CS) 

b)    3448 + 1668   (GP) +     916 (CS) -1059    (GP x CS) 

 

Discussion 
The analysis shows that GP stands for the majority of the effect.  

In the first stage model, we kept decision times larger than 10 seconds.    

Figure 1 shows an interaction plot and a boxplot. Variance is associated mainly with GP.  

Looking closer at the data revealed that one subject had three values that were larger than 

10s (1 GP and 2 GP x CS). In total, only 15 values above 10 seconds were lost (10 GP x CS, 

4 GP and 1 CS). This indicates that some individuals may have more problems with GP and 

CS, and it may have to do with proficiency level in L1 or L2. The other lost data was evenly 

distributed, with at most one data point lost per subject. Figure 2 shows a model analysis of 

the residuals, which have a very good fit to a normal distribution. 

Figure 3 shows the interaction after slow responses were removed. This allowed analysis 

without a logarithmic transform. When slow responses are eliminated, there is not much 

extra time for CS, which then looks “costless” for GP. Variance (boxplot) is associated with 

GP.  Figure 4 shows a model analysis with a good fit for normally distributed residuals.  

Table 2 compares the present results (#3 Gmaze recalculated into milliseconds, #4 Gmaze 

without slow decisions) with previous results (#1 and #2  are Self Paced Reading, #1 

reading phrase by phrase, #2 word by word). Experiment #1 had 62 participants, 36 of 

which performed to task criteria. Outlier RTs outside [400ms, 3500ms] were excluded. 

Experiment #2 had 74 participants (aged 19 to 31) of which 7 were excluded due to reading 

or language difficulties. Outlier RTs outside [200ms, 1200ms] were excluded.    

All measurements is at the point where a GP can be detected. Significant factors in boldface. 

The table shows that typically GP stands for the majority of the effect, and the sign of the 

interaction is negative, so if anything the total interaction is somewhat smaller than expected 

for a pure additive effect (CS a constant delay). All experiments used the same basic set of 8 

basic sentences in 4 condition (±GP, ±CS).  

The slower responses for CS can have a simple explanation: as the switch in all these 

experiments is always to L2 it could be that the cost of CS simply reflects slower processing 

of a second language. More research is needed, to show if it is possible to get faster 

responses when switching from L2 to L1. ________________________________________ 

Figure 1: Interaction plot and boxplot (all data).                     Figure 2: Residuals in model           

Figure 3: Interaction plot & boxplot second round.                   Figure 4: Model residuals 

Table 2: Comparison between  models. #1 SPR – phrase  #2 SPR word  

               #3 and #4 Gmaze by phrase. (cf. Rugaard 2016) 

Introduction 
It is well known that Garden Path (GP) 

sentences triggers a need for reparsing, which 

results in increased reaction time (rt). Not all 

(GP) sentences are resolved. We will exclude 

sentences with a wrong choice and/or slow 

reaction times.  

Similarly, Code Switching is associated with 

longer processing time probably related to 

activation of lexical material and/or activation of 

a second grammar.  

The objective of combining GP and CS is to 

investigate if adding a code switch to a garden 

path necessarily increases processing load.  

Activation of lexical material across languages 

is expected to go through a path of shared 

meaning content, and we have previously 

presented lexical priming effects for meaning 

between L1 and L2  in both directions, but 

priming effects of similar phonological form 

between languages are weak or non-existent.  

This suggests that cross-linguistic lexical 

processing uses and is mediated through 

meaning representations that are language 

independent, whereas form associations are 

language dependent.  However, the parser also 

has to consider relations between words. Are 

grammars always activated, as is suggested by 

studies that show that valid constructions in one 

language can be used for processing anomalous 

input in the other language (cf. Fernandez & 

Souza 2016; Hartsuiker et al. 2004).  

Is there a need to switch to a second grammar?  

    If CS needs to activate a second grammar, 

this can be predicted to make a reparse 

involving cross-linguistic input combinatorially 

more difficult and thus adding CS in a GP would 

lead to slower reactions. 

____________________________________ 
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a)  Mannen som hører stemmer 
     The man that hears voices 

spiller fint saksofon            BL 

plays well saxophone  

b) Mannen som hører stemmer 
    The man that hears is tuning 

en fin saksofon                  GP 

a nice saxophone 

c) Mannen som hører stemmer 
    The man that hears voices 

plays saxophone well        CS 

d) Mannen som hører stemmer 
    The man that hears is tuning 

a nice saxophone         GP x CS 

Exp. Base GP CS GPxCS 

#1 1396 +12.7% +11.0%  -9.7% 

#2   459.2   +5.6%   +7.7%  -8.9% 

#3 3176 +63.6% +31.5%  -5.5% 

#4 3448 +48.4% +26.6% -30.7% 
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The Papiamentu, Dutch and English Language Development of Secondary Education 
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Introduction 

• In former European colonies mother tongue based  

bilingual programs are sporadically (officially) used  

because of social stigmas and a lack of financial resources.1 

• Studies indicate that the use of a (creole) majority language 

instead of (only) the ex-colonial language has a positive 

i pact o  stude ts’ self-beliefs and literacy skills, while 

immersion (in the ex-colonial language) is less effective for 

the academic success of the majority students.2 

• On Curaçao, unlike in most former European colonies, the 

majority language Papiamentu (mother tongue of > 80% of 

population) is a compulsory subject, and Dutch immersion, 

Papiamentu-Dutch transitional and Papiamentu-only 

programs co-exist in primary education and lower levels of 

secondary education. 3 

• In August 2018 a Papiamentu-English as well as a Dutch-

English bilingual (CLIL) program were introduced in the two  

highest levels of secondary education on Curaçao. 

• European/Western CLIL programs have shown to be 

effective for the L1- and L2-development, depending on 

stude ts’ la guage co pete ce prior to e teri g the 
program, parental education level, extramural exposure to 

the languages and motivation to be in the program.4 

Main Question 

How effective are two Curaçaoan 

bilingual (CLIL) programs in promoting 

stude ts’ development of Papiamentu, 

Dutch and English after one year of 

implementation?  

Hypotheses 

1. Papiamentu performance: 

PAP-EN > DU-EN & DU-immersion 

2. Dutch performance: 

DU-immersion > DU-EN > PAP-EN 

3. English performance: 

PAP-EN & DU-EN > DU-immersion 

Methods 

Participants (Mage = 12.27) 

• PAP-EN bilingual program (N = 19): 

Newly established school, humanistic, 

Papiamentu-English (50-50) during all 

5 years, Caribbean orientation 

(curriculum, books, examination) 

• DU-EN bilingual program (N = 33): 

New department of an established 

school, Protestant-Christian, Dutch-

English (50-50) for the first 3 years, 

Dutch orientation (curriculum, books, 

examination) 

• Immersion program (N = 24): 

Three different established schools, 

Dutch immersion for 5/6 years, 

Protestant Christian/Catholic/Public, 

all subjects (officially) in Dutch, Dutch 

orientation (curriculum, books and 

examination) 

Results 
Development (T1-T0) 
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Results 

At T0 (Background):  

• Papiamentu was most spoken by the 

PAP-EN group, and Dutch was most 

spoken by the DU-EN group. 

• Most mothers in the PAP-EN group 

had a low education level, while most 

mothers in the other two groups had 

a high education level. 

• Extramural Papiamentu exposure was 

highest for the PAP-EN group, and 

extramural Dutch exposure was 

highest for the DU-EN group. 

• No significant group differences for 

extramural English exposure. 

T1-T0 (Language Performance): 

• All groups’ test scores i creased for 
Papiamentu and Dutch vocabulary 

and reading comprehension, and 

English vocabulary. 

• The PAP-EN group scored highest on 

the Papiamentu tests (in line with 

hypothesis 1), but lowest on the 

Dutch tests compared to the other 

groups. 

• The Papiamentu, Dutch and English 

tests scores at T0 and T1 did not differ 

significantly between the DU-EN and 

the DU immersion group (not in line 

with hypothesis 2 and 3). 

• The increase in English vocabulary 

was the smallest for the PAP-EN  

group (not in line with hypothesis 3). 

Factors explaining T1-T0 scores 

(exploratory regression analyses): 

• Mother’s educatio  level explai ed 
T1-T0 Papiamentu vocabulary, English 

vocabulary and English reading 

comprehension score. 

• Gender also explained T1-T0 English 

reading comprehension score. 

1 Siegel, J. (2005). Literacy in pidgin and creole languages. Current Issues in Language Planning, 6(2), 143-163. 2 Wigglesworth, G., Billington, 

R., & Loakes, D. (2013). Creole speakers and standard language education. Language and Linguistics Compass, 7(7), 388-397. 3 Dijkhoff, M., & 

Pereira, J. (2010). Language and education in Aruba, Bonaire and Curaçao. In B. Migge, I. Léglise & A. Bartens (Eds.), Creoles in education: An 

appraisal of current programs and projects (pp. 237-272). Amsterdam: John Benjamins Publishing Company. 4 Dalton-Puffer, C. (2011). 

Content-and-language integrated learning: From practice to principles?. Annual Review of Applied Linguistics, 31, 182-204. 

Conclusion 
 One year after implementation, the two (mother tongue based) 

Curaçaoan bilingual programs are as effective as immersion 

programs in promoting the Papiamentu, Dutch and English 

development. Though, students in the Papiamentu- and Dutch-

English program lag behind for Dutch and Papiamentu, respectively.  

Exposure to Languages 

Maternal Education Level 

Stude t’s Ho e La guage 

Papiamentu Vocabulary 

Dutch Vocabulary 

English Vocabulary 

Dutch Reading Comprehension 

Papiamentu Reading Comprehension 

English Reading Comprehension 

Figure 2  Stude ts’ Papia e tu, Dut h, a d E glish vo a ular  a d readi g o prehe sio  develop e t fro  the e d of pri ar  s hool to 
the end of the first year of secondary education according to type of education program 

 

Figure 1  Stude ts’ de ographi  hara teristi s a d e tra ural e posure to Papia e tu, Dut h a d E glish.  
* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001 



Data collection (N=27)

Action research

Research on a cross-borders multilingual project: Ocean i3
Karin van der Worp 1, 2 & Miren Itxaso Etxebarria Lekanda 1, 3

Introduction

This study aims to analyze the multilingual
dynamics in a cross-border interdisciplinary
university project in the Basque Country -
New Aquitaine area: the Ocean i3 project
carried out by the University of Bordeaux
and the University of the Basque Country
UPV/EHU aiming to contribute to the
reduction of the ocean’s plastic pollution on
the Basque-Aquitaine transboundary coast.

The aim is to shed light on the use of the languages
within the project: the majority languages French and
Spanish, the minority language Basque and the foreign
language English. The multicultural and multilingual
environment of this community formed by students,
professors, and management staff at both sides of the
French/Spanish border is studied in order to answer
the following research questions:

Linguistic diversity and multilingualism are on the political
agenda of the EU. After the acceptance of the Charter of
Fundamental Rights in 2000, the EU committed itself in
article 22 to respect for cultural religious and linguistic
diversity (Arzoz, 2008). With the adoption of the Treaty of
Lisbon (2009) this became legally binding. In Europe in the
21st century a basic assumption is that preservation,
protection and promotion of linguistic and cultural
diversity is important (Gorter & Cenoz , 2012). As a
consequence, in the EU linguistic minorities are more
valued today than they were only a few decades ago and
multilingual speakers of minority languages can be seen
“as the glue between different cultures”(European
Commission 2008; Gorter & Cenoz, 2012).

Basque

11%

Spanish

30%

Basque & Spanish

18%

Basque, Spanish & 

English

4%

French

33%

French 

& 

English

4%

The language in which I express myself best during the meetings of Ocean i3

5,3

3,89

4,93

4,78

5,37

2,67

3,22

2,81

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

It would help me to have a language policy that indicates how to act in meetings.

I find it difficult to manage the different languages in the meetings in a natural way

I feel comfortable changing languages during the meetings

I would like to use more of the languages of my repertoire during the meetings

I feel I can always use the language I prefer anytime

it annoys me when a language is used that I don't know

Sometimes I don't know what languages to use

Cultural differences sometimes are a barrier when working on the project

Results

Theoretical framework

«Trabajar y comunicar con personas que hablan otro 

idioma resulta bastante complicado.»

“karga”moduko bat sentitu naiz hasiera batean, 

dena frantsesez zegoelako eta ulertzen ez nuen 

bakarra sentitzen nintzenez, niri itzuli behar izan 

didatelako

«Stress linguistikoa: nola aurkeztuko naiz bestean 

aurrean? Euskarari heltzen badiot bestean aurrean 

pertsona itxiaren itxura emango dut?»

« c’est bien que chacun parle sa langue. C’est 

enrichissant »

« Gustora sentitu naiz, azkenean bakoitza bere 

hizkuntzan hitz egiten ari da eta eroso dago. Gainera, 

jendea beti prest dago itzultzeko eta guztiok uler 

gaitezke inongo arazorik gabe »

barriers

Protect linguistic

diversity

1 UPV/EHU University of the Basque Country
2 DREAM research group

3 Euskampus
karin.vanderworp@ehu.eus itxaso.etxebarria@euskampus.eu 

According to the results based on the qualitative and quantitative analysis, the 
main languages used in this community are French and Spanish, followed by 
Basque amongst native Basque speakers and in last position English as a lingua 
franca. This proves the fact of that there is a clear wish for using the minority 
language, preserving the rich language diversity. Therefore, the language 
recommendations offered to the group, have been: All local languages are 
welcome as well as the lingua franca English. The multilingual speaker may use 
the language they feel most comfortable in and feel free to alternate 
languages. Moreover, the group is encouraged to facilitate understanding by 
speaking at an adequate pace and adding simple key words and to use 
supporting material for the contributions in images or other languages. In the
end, it is confirmed that we con-construct the meaning together, using all the 
linguistic resources by means of spontaneous-simultaneous translation.

Methodology Conclusions
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OBSERVATIONS QUESTIONNAIRES WRITTEN 
REFLECTIONS

LANGUAGE 
AWARENESS 

RAISING

MULTILINGUAL 
PRACTICES

In the light of the European University, increasingly
more universities cooperate across languages, borders
and disciplines to address societal challenges in Europe.
However, little research is carried out on how languages
are managed within those international collaborations.
Euskampus Fundazioa, from the University of the
Basque Country UPV/EHU, has taken an active role in
this language awareness raising.

• How are different languages used in the cross-border workplace in the

Basque Country-New Aquitaine area?

• How can the existing language practices be improved to best benefit from

language diversity?

In the increasing international collaborations between universities, linguistic diversity
and multilingualism also play an important role. This proves the fact that although
English as a lingua franca holds a privileged position, the linguistic parameter of the
university-business-research/technological environment is rich and diverse (Angouri,
2014).

A concept that fits well into the idea of linguistic diversity is translanguaging.
Translanguaging is seen as the deployment of a speaker's full linguistic repertoire
without regard for watchful adherence to the socially and politically defined
boundaries of named (and usually national and state) languages" (García, 2009).
Translanguaging could be an adequate way to enhance linguistic diversity in
international university collaborations.
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Adverb Position

- Restrictions on adverb position can vary based on language

- For example, in English post-verbal adverb position is 
restricted, but not pre-verbal adverb position

(1) * Hannah speaks always English.

(2) Hannah always speaks English.

2 of 22 



Adverb Position

- Spanish is more flexible with respect to adverb position

- Generally acceptable either pre-verbally or post-verbally 

(3) Juana habla siempre español.
Juana speaks always Spanish

‘Juana always speaks Spanish.’

(4) Juana siempre habla español.
Juana always speaks Spanish

‘Juana always speaks Spanish.’

3 of 22 



What about code-switching (CS)?

4 of 22 



V-to-T Movement

- Argued that verb (V) and tense (T) determine adverb position 
(Camacho & Sánchez, 2017; Pollock, 1989; Suñer, 1994; Zagona, 2002; among others)

- V-to-T movement is one option for feature checking

- Or if an agreement relationship occurs between V and T, 
there is no need for movement (i.e., affix lowering)

- Languages can be categorized as either verb-raising (e.g., 
French) or non-raising (e.g., English)

- Spanish is a so-called hybrid language (Ayoun, 2005)

- There is always movement, but with a lower spell-out can 
occur (Camacho & Sánchez, 2017)

5 of 22 



(Non-)Raising in English and French

(5) [TP Hannah [T′ ti [VP always speaks+Ti Spanish ]]]      non-raising

(6) [TP Jeanne [T′ parlei+T [VP toujours ti français ]]]       verb-raising

Jeanne          speaks                always             French

‘Jeanne always speaks French.’

6 of 22 



(Non-)Raising in Spanish

(7) [TP Juana [T′ ti [VP siempre habla+Ti español ]]]         non-raising

Juana                    always         speaks         Spanish

‘Juana always speaks Spanish.’

(8) [TP Juana [T′ habla+Ti [VP siempre ti español ]]]         verb-raising

Juana          speaks                always             Spanish

‘Juana always speaks Spanish.’

7 of 22 



Research Question

- Adopting a Minimalist approach to CS (MacSwan, 1999), predictions about 
adverb switches can be made

- Essentially, the language of the finite verb (i.e., V+T) should dictate 
acceptability in both monolingual and CS contexts

- Does the availability of adverb position in CS pattern with the language 
of the verb?

- Is a Spanish adverb switched with an English verb required to be 
preverbal (i.e., English-like non-raising)?

- Is an English adverb switched with a Spanish verb flexible (i.e., 
Spanish-like non-raising or verb-raising)?

8 of 22 



Participants

- US Spanish-English early bilinguals (n = 24)

- Learned both from a young age (M = 1.8 years) (i.e., 2L1 bilinguals)

- 19-49 years old (M = 23.2)

- Born in the US (n = 20) or arrived at a young age (M = 4.8 years)

- English dominant (M = 26.1 out of ±218)

- Bilingual Language Profile (Birdsong, Gertken & Amengual, 2012)

- Advanced English proficiency
- Modified English cloze test (O’Neill, Cornelius & Washburn, 1981)

- Intermediate/advanced Spanish proficiency
- Diplomas del Español como Lengua Extranjera (DELE) (Montrul & Slabakova, 2003)
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Task

- Written acceptability judgment task (AJT)

- 7-point Likert scale (1 = lowest)

- Completed online via Qualtrics
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Task

Task Training CS Judgments
Spanish 

Proficiency 
Measure

Monolingual 
Spanish 

Judgments

English 
Proficiency 
Measure

Monolingual 
English 

Judgments

Background 
Questionnaire
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Target Stimuli

- Spanish-English sentences containing finite verbs switched with 
adverbs (n = 16)

- Four conditions:
- English V + Verb-Raising (i.e., speaks siempre)

- English V + Non-Raising (i.e., siempre speaks)

- Spanish V + Verb Raising (i.e., habla always)

- Spanish V + Non-Raising (i.e., always habla)

- Four different adverbs (Camacho & Sánchez, 2017):
- always/siempre; carefully/cuidadosamente; completely/completamente; 

frequently/frecuentemente

- Subject always a proper name; always an explicit direct object

- Always matched the language of the adjacent element

12 of 22 



Target Stimuli

SUBJECT ADVERB VERB
DIRECT 
OBJECT

SUBJECT VERB ADVERB
DIRECT 
OBJECT

SUBJECT ADVERB VERB
DIRECT 
OBJECT

SUBJECT VERB ADVERB
DIRECT 
OBJECT

Hannah always habla español.

Hannah speaks siempre español.

Juana siempre speaks English.

Juana habla always English.
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Comparison Stimuli

- Comparison monolingual equivalents were tested in Spanish 
(n = 8) and English (n = 8)

- Four conditions:
- English Verb-Raising (i.e., speaks always)

- English Non-Raising (i.e., always speaks)

- Spanish Verb-Raising (i.e., habla siempre)

- Spanish Non-Raising (i.e., siempre habla)

- Four different adverbs:
- always/siempre; carefully/cuidadosamente; 

completely/completamente; frequently/frecuentemente
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Comparison Stimuli

SUBJECT ADVERB VERB
DIRECT 
OBJECT

SUBJECT VERB ADVERB
DIRECT 
OBJECT

SUBJECT ADVERB VERB
DIRECT 
OBJECT

SUBJECT VERB ADVERB
DIRECT 
OBJECT

Hannah always speaks English.

Hannah speaks always English.

Juana siempre habla español.

Juana habla siempre español.
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Monolingual Results: Average z-score by stimulus type

Sample stimulus M SD

English Verb-Raising Hannah speaks always English. -0.13 1.85

English Non-Raising Hannah always speaks English. 4.66 0.97

Spanish Verb-Raising Juana habla siempre español. 2.74 2.49

Spanish Non-Raising Juana siempre habla español. 3.76 2.04
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CS Results: Average z-score by stimulus type

Sample stimulus M SD

English V + Verb-Raising Hannah speaks siempre español. 1.62 2.49

English V + Non-Raising Juana siempre speaks English. 3.45 2.07

Spanish V + Verb-Raising Juana habla always English. -0.17 1.48

Spanish V + Non-Raising Hannah always habla español. 4.04 1.84
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All Results: Average z-score by stimulus type

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

Monolingual English Monolingual Spanish CS English V CS Spanish V

Verb Raising Non-Raising
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Discussion

- General availability of switched non-raising follows from the 
syntactic literature

- Available with Spanish or English verbs either 
monolingually or in CS

- However, the language of the finite verb did not predict 
availability of verb-raising in CS

- Spanish verb-raising was the least favored

- If anything, the language of the adverb was a better 
predictor
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Discussion

- Why were the predictions not confirmed?
- Task?

- Inclusion of control stimuli (e.g., pronoun switches, complex-sentence 
switches, etc.) (Koronkiewicz, 2019) suggest participants completed the task 
appropriately

- Theoretical framework?
- Matrix Language Frame (Myers-Scotton, 1993, 2002) model would similarly 

depend on the language of the finite verb (i.e., the matrix language)

- No V-to-T movement?
- Could argue that these bilinguals have non-raising as the preferred 

default for both English and Spanish, contra Camacho & Sánchez 
(2017)

- Would still need to explain why it is possible (but not preferred) in 
Spanish
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Discussion

- Some other syntactic reason?

- Verb adjacency to the direct object likely playing a role

- Stadthagen-González, López, Parafita Couto & Párraga, (2018) have 
compatible findings with post-verbal adverbs in Spanish-English CS
- Olivia preparó rápidamente the food 

> Olivia prepared quickly la comida 
> Olivia prepared rápidamente la comida 
> Olivia preparó quickly the food

- “All the constituents within the domain of the [verb-complement] 
dependency contribute to the perceived (un)acceptability of the 
construction” (p. 88)
- That is to say, it’s not just V+T, but the language of the adverb and the direct 

object play a role
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Future Directions

- Continued look into adjacency constraints 

- More fine-tuned analysis of the data concerning specific 
adverb

- Currently collecting data from French-English bilinguals

- Can compare current data to a “true” verb-raising 
language paired with non-raising English
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Structural Prediction in Native and Non-

Native Processing: Evidence from 

Russian and English
Marina Sokolova and Roumyana Slabakova

Leiden 2019



Successful Non-Native Processing Shows Behavioral Differences 
From Native Processing 

• Non-structural information matters more in non-native processing than in native (Clahsen and 
Felser 2018)

• Difficulties to incorporate the information that lies between syntax and other linguistic domains 
(Sorace 2011)

• Difficulties to retrieve non-native words increase general cognitive load (Dekydtspotter et al. 
2006, Hoop 2015)

• Individual differences (Hoop 2014)

• The attested differences occur at the stage of re-analysis, retrieving the information that has 

been parsed from memory (Cunnings 2017)



Studies in Adult Non-Native Processing

• Problematic comparisons:

• Adult L2ers to adult native speakers: a developing Grammar (L2) to the developed Grammar ( L1)

• Adult L2ers to child native speakers: a developing non-native Grammar with the developing L1 
Grammar

• Current approaches are aimed at detailed descriptions of non-native processing 

• beyond “same-different” towards stating the reasons for the attested differences
• does not exclude comparisons

Research Questions 

RQ1: What parsing algorithms guide non-native processing in English and Russian?

RQ2: Does L1 parsing govern L2 parsing at (low) intermediate level of proficiency?



Participants (to RQ1 and RQ2)
Native speakers of English                                                                    Native speakers of Russian

NE                                   

• L2-Learners

2ER-E 2RE-R

English-Russian bilinguals Russian-English bilinguals

tested in the L1 (English) tested in the L1 (Russian)

2ER-R 2RE-R

English-Russian bilinguals Russian-English bilinguals

tested in the L2 (Russian) tested in the L2 (English)

Native Speakers

L2-learners

NE NR

ER-R RE-E

ER-E RE-R



Participants (2)

Proficiency Score

There is no statistically significant difference between bilingual groups,

p = .739

Group

characteristic

NE

n = 20

NR

n = 20

ERE

n = 20

ERR

n = 20

RER

n = 20

REE

n = 20

C-test , % correct n/a n/a 53% (range 50) 48% (range 37) 47% (range 27) 46% (range 35)

Length of exposure 

to the L2

no no 2-4 years

in college

2-4 years

in college

3-4 years

in college

3-4 years

in college

Mean age 34 34 25 26 26 24

Group

characteristic

NE

n = 20

NR

n = 20

ERE

n = 20

ERR

n = 20

RER

n = 20

REE

n = 20

C-test , % correct n/a n/a 53% (range 50) 48% (range 37) 47% (range 27) 46% (range 35)

Length of exposure 

to the L2

no no 2-4 years

in college

2-4 years

in college

3-4 years

in college

3-4 years

in college

Mean age 34 34 25 26 26 24



(Low)Intermediate Level of L2 Proficiency

• L2 acquisition depends on “the recognition of a mismatch between the current state of

syntactic knowledge, which is used in processing, and Target Language (TL) input

being processed” (Dekydtspotter et al 2006, p. 35)

• L1 remains the main parsing hypothesis while the parser is waiting for enough input to 
add L2-specific parameters to the Grammar (Fodor 1998)

Predictions:

• (Low) intermediate speakers are expected to show a strong influence of the L1 
as well as some instances of L2 development 



Target Sentence:

Bill saw / arrested the mother of the woman [RC that was talking about 

herself / her in the yard].

1. Matrix verb

2. Ambiguous relative

clause (RC)

3. Anaphora resolution



Native speakers (NSs) of 
Russian, French, Dutch, 
German, Greek, 
Italian prefer
“the mother” (HA)

Native speakers of English,
Norwegian, Romanian, 
Swedish – “the woman” 
(LA)

(Fodor 2002)

L2 and L3 adult (low) 
intermediate speakers of
Russian and English 
show a tendency for L2-
like RC resolution 
(Sokolova and Slabakova
2019, Sokolova in prep)

Ambiguous Relative Clause:

Bill saw [the mother of the woman] [that was talking …]

Who was talking?

a) the mother      b) the woman



Chomsky (1981):

- the reflexive must be 

bound within its binding 

domain (Principle A)

- the pronoun must be 

free within its binding 

domain (Principle B)

Anaphora Resolution:

the mother of the woman that was talking herself / herRC attachment defines the 

nearest c-commanding 

element for the anaphora

[DP the woman] is the 

nearest c-commanding 

element to the anaphora

[DP the mother of the 

woman] is the nearest c-

commanding element to 

the anaphora



Bill saw the mother of the woman that was talking about herself / her in the yard.

This person was talking about:
a) the mother    b) the woman

Russian-like pattern:

the mother=herself

the woman = her

English-like pattern:

the woman=herself

the mother=her

HA: The mother (of the woman) was talking LA: The woman was talking 



Matrix verb: Maria saw/arrested [ the mother of the woman that …]
perception verb saw vs. non-perception verb arrested

11

Maria saw

WHO = the mother / the woman that was

talking

WHAT = the talking by the mother of the

woman

Maria arrested

WHO = the mother / the woman that was

talking…

Maria saw

the mother of the woman talking

(the mother is the doer of talking)



Eventive Complement: Structural Anticipation
Bill saw what event?

English and Russian:

• Bill saw [CP that the mother of the woman was talking about…]
Russian:

• Bill saw [NP mother-GEN woman-GEN talking-NOUN ….]
English:

• Bill saw [SC the mother of the woman talking…]

Target Sentence:

Bill saw the mother of the woman that was talking about herself / her in the yard

12



Parsing Algorithms in Sentence Processing (to RQ1)

Bill saw the mother of the woman that was talking about herself / her in the yard

(1) Bill saw [DP/CP…]                 (2) Bill saw [SC [DP [PP]] [VP…]]                              (3) Bill saw [DP [PP]] [?P…]

• Top-down structural prediction:
• the parser recognizes the categories of the incoming syntactic nodes and generates a structural 

prediction that takes a form of a mental syntactic tree (Croker 1999)

• parsing decision made at higher processing cycles shape the parsing of the following constituents, 
unless there is a grammatical condition that forces reanalysis (Phillips & Schneider 2000)



Parsing Strategies: Top-down processing
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herself = the mother / her = the woman

A perception verb → HA → herself = the mother / her = the woman

• cycle 1: perception verb favors HA

• cycle 2: NP1 c-commands the anaphora

• cycle 3: herself = the mother / her = the woman

Bill saw the mother of the woman that was talking about herself / her in the yard

Bill videl mamu zhenshchiny kotoraya govorila o     sebe / nej vo dvore
Bill-Nom saw-Past. Masc.   mother-Acc. Fem    woman-Gen. Fem that-Comp. Fem speak-Past. Fem about  herself-Prep. Fem / nej-Perp. Fem in yard-Prep. Masc.

c-command

anaphora resolution

anaphora resolution



Parsing Algorithms in Sentence Processing (to RQ1)
Bill saw / arrested the mother of the woman that was talking about herself / her 

in the yard

(1) (2)

• Bottom-up processing:

• the parser traces the incoming word back to what has already been processed and checks for
satisfactory fitness

• the formed mental structure of the tree is moved up to the top of the “stack” (Crocker 1999)



Parsing Strategies: Bottom-up processing

• Bill saw the mother of the woman that was talking about herself / her in the yard

HA                   LA

• Bill videl mamu zhenshchiny kotoraya govorila o     sebe / nej vo dvore
Bill-Nom saw-Past. Masc.   mother-Acc. Fem    woman-Gen. Fem that-Comp. Fem speak-Past. Fem about  herself-Prep. Fem / nej-Perp. Fem in yard-Prep. Masc.

16

the mother (Rus.)

the woman (Eng.) the woman (Rus.)

the mother (Eng.)

Rus.: herself = the mother / her = the woman Eng.: herself = the woman / her = the mother

No effect of the matrix verb ← variation in RC attachment ← language-specific binding resolution

• cycle 1: complex NP is attached to matrix VP

• cycle 2: RC attached high in Russian and low in English

• cycle 3: language specific pattern of binding resolution

c-command (Rus)
c-command (Eng)



Processing Predictions

• Top-down algorithms:
• Overall pattern of anaphora resolution: herself = the mother // her = the woman

• Increased reading times (RT) in the sentences with a perception verb (saw) in English

• Bottom-up algorithm:
• Language-specific pattern of anaphora resolution: herself = the mother // her = the woman in Russian

herself = the woman // her = the mother in English

• No increased reading times in the sentences with a perception verb (saw)

• Hybrid: manifestations of both algorithms
• Left-corner parsing (Crocker 1999)

• The parser starts looking for an antecedent for the forward anaphora right after the anaphora is

encountered (Kazanina et al 2007)

• After finding a possible antecedent the parser performs a bottom-up check (Kazanina et al 2007)



Stimuli

18

Bill saw the mother of the woman that was talking about
herself in the yard.

Bill saw the mother of the woman that was talking about
her in the yard.

Bill arrested the mother of the woman that was talking 
about herself in the yard.

Bill arrested the mother of the woman that was talking 
about her in the yard.

This person was speaking about:

a) the mother                     b) the woman



Experiment: 
procedure

19

• Computerized self-paced reading task administered through 
a flexible platform for linguistic experiments Linger

- read a set of sentences in a moving window 
presentation

- one word appears at a time

- press the “space” key to call a new word
- answer a comprehension question after every 

sentence

- two answer choices appear on the screen

- press the “F” or “J” keys to choose the 
answer

• The program records the answers and the time a participant 
spends reading the word

• Statistical analysis was performed with software package R



Data Analysis

20
• R statistics: Mixed Linear Models

• Noun choice:
• a type of anaphora resolution

• Reading Time:
• talking – an effect of structural prediction

• Reading Time:
• yard – to measure general complexity of a sentence

• Response Time:
• to measure general complexity of a sentence

• VerbType effect:
• the role of the initial parsing decision

• AnaType effect:
• to see the differences between reflexive and pronoun 

resolution

• Group effect:
• for differences between native and non-native speakers

• Language (of testing):
• RER+ERR vs. ERE+REE

• Native Language:
• RER+REE vs. ERE+ ERR

• Higher DP is a reference category



Results: Anaphora Resolution
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Results: Anaphora Resolution*Group Effect
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Reading Times: Verb Type Effect
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Preliminary Conclusion: Top-down + Bottom-up
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(1) In Russian:                                               (2) In English:



General Complexity: Additional Evidence

25

The feminine pronoun her triggers a structural prediction for a 

possessive phrase, which creates temporal structural ambiguity

The possessive phrase is disregarded at the level of the preposition 

in (in the yard)

The feminine pronoun her is an English-specific effect: homonymy 

with the possessive pronoun her

L2 speakers of English are sensitive to the effect of the pronoun her



Summary of findings:
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RQ1: Top-down and bottom-up parsing complement each other

- a perception verb

• does NOT shape anaphora resolution:  English-like: herself = the woman // her = the mother

Russian-like: herself = the mother // her = the woman

• slows down the RT at the embedded verb in English

• increases general processing complexity of a sentence in English

- the type of anaphora

• the feminine pronoun her triggers a structural anticipation for a possessive phrase (RespTime)

RQ2: Intermediate L2 speakers of Russian and English are at the starting point of developing L2-specific 

parsing

- L1-like parsing

• in anaphora resolution and in processing of the embedded verb

- L2-like paring

• L2 speakers of English are sensitive to the effect of the feminine pronoun her



Conclusions

• Sentence parsing does not follow top-down structural predictions solely – anaphora resolution
has a language-specific pattern: English-like: herself = the woman // her = the mother

Russian-like: herself = the mother // her = the woman

• Sentence parsing is not performed in the bottom-up manner – processing load increases in the
places of structural prediction. The top-down and the bottom-up parsing complement each
other.

• Sentence processing begins with a top-down structural prediction. This prediction is subject to
bottom-up checks. If the incoming constituent causes a structural conflict, the structure is
amended to accommodate the incoming node. The algorithm repeats.

• L2 processing at the intermediate level of L2 proficiency is L1-guided. L1 Grammar sets the
initial parsing hypothesis in the L2. The influence of L1 also shapes the overall pattern of
anaphora resolution.

• L2 speakers of English are sensitive to the effect of the feminine pronoun her. 27
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